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The Books
THE GREAT TREASON: HIGH AND PETITE TREASON IN THE USA

Cover of Book The Great Treason
Chauncey Marvin Holt gives a deathbed confession he was a Hobo with Charles Harrelson and other CIA operatives organized by William King Harvey and others that assassinated JFK though he asserts some like himself were patsies who did not expect the outcome of JFK being assassinated by the team he was in providing support services to the team.

"Coup d'état (Chauncey Holt) When the shooting started at 12:30, then immediately after the first shot, which was a weak type Of shot, I realized that this was not any simple demonstration. You know, in addition to the shots people were screaming and running in all directions. I didn't actually see the shooting although I was behind the picket fence within 35 yards Of the motorcade, but I didn't see it."

Extensive non-fiction that shows the 100 year history of the espionage covert Special Relationship between England and the USA that led in to the Kennedy Curse and how the Donegan (my own and other families secretly were tied to that history under Hidden Identities and Underground Railroads during several world wars.

https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/GreatTreason.epub

PILLORY: TOOLS AND FOOLS OF THE USA

The Cover of the Book Pillory
I try to write my book but really noxious cabbage hits me on the head from the side as I type. Spectacular Spectacular Spectacular. A spectacle of conflicts. How I am treated as teen-phile is a fight when they deny having treated me as that. The fights that people start with me retaliating for how I appear to be a teen-phile and the fight to write my book as the distraction of how I am being treated calls my attention away from writing. My books document the JFK ties to attacks on me that I am usign for law suite filings, police oversight filings https://www.austintexas.gov/department/office-police-oversight, books on history for, law suits I am writing as part of the fabric of works, etc., I also have provided the materials to the US Marshalls at Corpus Christi court house as to assertions of crimial racketeering and public officials either involved or under threat. Letters to coronors are included, etc.,

Whoever knowingly engages in any conduct and thereby causes bodily injury to another person or damages the tangible property (including the home, its safety, or access to public facilities of office equipment) and office equipment) of another person (or patron of a [public] library), or threatens to do so, with intent to retaliate against any person for— (1)the attendance of a witness or party at an official proceeding, or any testimony given or any record, document, or other object produced by a witness in an official proceeding; or (2)any information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of conditions of probation, supervised release, parole, or release pending judicial proceedings given by a person to a law enforcement officer; or attempts to do so, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both.

Title 18 Chapter 73 Obstruction of Justice - Witness suppression. Most have told me what I would be killed over. Every day. They the Cabal know the whole story and are suppressing it. I am being assaulted by a JavaScript methodically running abusive carefully engineered Black Propaganda (smear of a person publicly) fraudulent themes that are an elaborate hoax paraded in public before the public. It has never changed. In substance and processes the criminal intent has been to stop my writing, stop any allies form forming with me, and stop available resources needed to write my book.

I can write five percent of the time I had available in my apartment even stalked when I was in it.

If you want to understand Title 18 Chapter 73 of US Criminal Codes may I recommend to the work of the great Ralph Thomas SILENCED! Strange Deaths Of People Who Knew Too Much About The JFK Assassination: 92 Witnesses, Researchers, CIA Agents, Police Officers, Reporters, Girlfriends Who Just Knew Way Too Much!

My book Pillory (crucifying me on phony allegations) takes the the from of a fictional book as a speculative simulation between the Donegan's, Kennedy family, and others in Boston and how because of the Donegan factual history in that matter led to a Mockingbird pillory of me by the CIA, FBI, and others when my and other evidence on the JFK and RFK and other murders should not be retaliated against or conspired against by the very agencies this information should be useful to in those agencies and the US sovereign self-interest. In the fictional version RFK escapes assassination and we will learn of the underlying connection between Marilyn Monroe and Dysgraphic Albert Einstein.

https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/What.epub

TED L. GUNDERSON AN EDITED AND APPROVING BIOGRAPHICAL ANTHOLOGY OF HIS LIFE AND WORKS

The Cover of the Book Ted L. Gunderson
Ted Gunderson was the right-hand man to RFK fighting the mafia that was run by Vice President Richard Nixon in the 1946 to 1960 years. As the Kennedy's gained power in the USA and world global dirty business operations subverted the USA and other nations. JFK and RFK attempted to shut down the CIA but it was too globally located to respond to the US Presidency and and held too much allegiance from British trained and supported Espionage in the USA operating as the US Government but through NGOs that again were difficult to control from inside the US Government. It would be comparable to NASA trying to control a long gone satellite past its available connections back to Earth.

A former senior official of the Federal Bureau of Investigation says “rogue” military intelligence and law enforcement units of the federal government oversee a nationwide network of community-based “gang stalking” (harassment, intimidation and domestic terrorism) directed at thousands of U.S. citizens who have been extra judicially targeted as “dissidents” or undesirables.

“Based on my thirty years’ experience and research, I have determined there are thousands of victims who have been targeted by an illegal U.S. government rogue criminal enterprise - military intelligence, probably, tied into CIA and FBI and so forth - that is active 24 hours a day throughout the United States,” Gunderson stated in an October 2008 speech posted last fall on YouTube.

https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/TedGundersonByEdDonegan.epub

WRITTEN BY THE RIGHT HAND: THE RIGHT HAND OPERATIVES OF THE CABAL AND THE DANGEROUS JOB THEY UNDERTOOK OF EXPOSING ITS SECRETS

TheCoverOfTheBookWrittrenByTheRightHand
Many leakers of the secrets of the JFK history have come forward. Deep State Cabal range from Mocking them to assassinating them to denying the truth of revelations but history is being continuously revised as theories Lee Harvey Oswald was a patsy are gaining growing support. The patriots fighting against Free Masonry, Vatican history, Knights of Malta, Council on Foreign Relations, British Pilgrim Society all experience media abuse of their theories find any publicity at all but these patriots still speak out at the risk of their lives and leave death-bed statements.

MARY FERRELL FOUNDATION https://www.maryferrell.org/

CIA legend E. Howard Hunt.(img not shown here) In his 2007 book, discussions with his son, and a tape recording, Hunt outlined his "benchwarmer" role in a CIA plot to kill JFK.

Someone would have talked, so the saying goes. But people did talk about their involvement in the JFK assassination--some did so publicly, and some only to intimate associates. So, were at least some of them telling the truth?

Confession of Howard Hunt - CIA master spy and Watergate participant E. Howard Hunt named names to his son Saint John, and created a tape to be released after his death.

[Greatly factually enhancing the on-tape confession of his father St. John Hunt tells the story of the events he witnessed and lived within his family as Watergate occurred, the post WWII era in Japan under spy-masters and E. Averell Harriman, and his mother Dorothy later likely killed by the CIA in the UAL Flight 533 crash. Ed Donegan (myself) uses extensive content from his several published works. - edp]

https://www.amazon.com/Dorothy-Amoral-Dangerous-Woman-Watergates/dp/1634240375 My book tells of the Right Hand operatives of the spooks, hoods, and hidden elites and the children of them. The Burns Family or the Hunt or Donegan family. Generational changes from conspiracy to truth telling.

John Martino's Confessions - John Martino, who played a post-assassination role in the attempts to pin the murder on Castro, talked to his family and his lawyer about his peripheral involvement in the crime.

David Morales - We Took Care of That SOB - JMWAVE Chief Operations Officer David Morales, aka "El Indio," told lifelong friend Ruben Carbajal and business partner Robert Walton that "we" had taken care of Kennedy.

Santos Trafficante - It Should Have Been Bobby - "Mob lawyer" Frank Ragano wrote in his book that Santo Trafficante told him that he and Carlos Marcello "should have killed Bobby" instead of JFK.

James Files - Grassy Knoll Shooter? - James Files claims to have fired the fatal head shot from behind the grassy knoll fence.

Chauncey Holt - One of the Tramps? - Chauncey Holt says that he forged Oswald's "Hidell" ID card, among other activities, and is the oldest of the "three tramps" depicted in photos of Dallas on November 22, 1963. Holt names convicted murderer Charles Harrelson as one of his companions.

The list above is certainly not a complete list of confessions. Also, many other people have alleged involvement with Lee Oswald or some aspect of the JFK assassination story, but not with the murder plot itself.

…

That many of those figures did kill JFK and others is well documented. What Jen Moore and Ted Gundderson and William Cooper were silenced over is the Deep State CIA that gained and retained power or more likely always held power except from 1961 to 1963. Jen Moore and Ed Donegan continue the work of Ted Gunderson, William Cooper, Phillip Marhsall and others telling the Bush Rockefeller DuPont Rothschild CIA truths to the world and the assasinations that protect the elites.

https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/WrittenByTheRightHand.epub

MAJIC 12 AND THE SECRET GOVERNMENT BY WILLIAM COOPER INTRODUCTION BY EDWARD DONEGAN

TheCoverOfTheBookMajec12AndTheSecretGovernment
With Ed Donegan provided Introduction and in-context commentary and de-anonymized cartoon space aliens as real people under Hidden Identities talked about in anonymized fictionalized ways for un-traceability of any real figures. William Cooper was tied to Free Mason families in his personal life and was part of that overlay of that in US Government activities and became an NWO whistle-blower. Ed Donegan shows the real people and real stories under the clouds of fictionalized obfuscations. Eisenhower GOP and Truman and NIXON worked with Free Masonry and likely formed the CIA as un understudy of MI5 and MI6 Jedah assassins and covert operatives with exchanges of espionage teams between the USA and Great Britain.

https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/majestic-12-and-the-secret-government.epub

ALL ABOVE BOOKS BY EDWARD PAUL DONEGAN © ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 2023

Aquile Reader - Modern epub ebook reade 4.6 stars. Some of the prominent features of the app are - • Book style 2-column layout, along with other layout options. • Support for notes, highlights and bookmarks. • Text-to-Speech capability for reading aloud books. • Fully customizable Reader screen with colors, layout, font, spacing, etc.

Free and works great. In Scroll mode the mouse wheel or equiv interface device scrolls the pages. In page mode the mouse wheel advances by page. The left and right arrow work as well though no page area is marked just click near the borders.

https://apps.microsoft.com/detail/9P08T4JLTQNK

THE STATE

Loyalty to Loyalty is Loyalty. Loyalty to Disloyalty is Disloyalty. Loyal People in Loyal Government is internally consistent. Disloyal People in Disloyal Government is also internally consistent.

…  … February 20, November 18, December 13, April 1, June 4, July 6, August 4 …  …
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